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Plant Life Extensions (PLEX)
� In 2012 EDF announced 

it wants to extend the life 
of its 14 AGRs by an 
average of 7yrs.

� Hunterston B & Hinkley 
Point B will be 47yrs old 
when they close in 2023.

� They were originally 
expected to close after 
30-35 years.



Hunterston B - Reactor 3
� Taken off-line 9th March 

for ‘graphite inspection 
outage’.

� Originally expected back 
on 30th March. Date 
extended several times –
now 17th November.

� EDF says it is confident it 
will be able to get a new 
safety case approved to 
re-start the reactor.



Core made up of 6,000 graphite 

blocks
� Physical changes 

occurring which result in 
loss of strength

� Graphite is not flexible 
and some blocks are 
starting to crack

� ONR has expressed 
concern about the 
structure of the Core in 
some AGRs



Significant Cracks
� FoI requests revealed 

1/3rd channels at 
Hunterston & Hinkley 
have significant cracks.

� Some channels used for 
control rods; some used 
for fuel rods.

� If bricks misaligned & 
fuel got stuck or control 
rods couldn’t be inserted 
- serious accident pos



Keyway Route Cracking

� Of particular concern is 
keyway route cracking.

� Keyway is slot which 
holds the graphite brick 
to the one next to it; 

� Cracks could mean core 
loses residual strength;

� Hunterston now has 39 
keyway root cracks; ONR 
says could compromise 
safety.



Increased Risk
� EDF needs ONR 

approval to re-start.

� ONR told EDF it could 
restart with the current 
safety case for 90 days.

� EDF say 90 days not long 
enough so is working on 
a new safety case.

� Residents not happy 
about restart with ANY 
cracks.

� “in view of the increased 
risk presented by 
continued operation of 
these nuclear plants, the 
reactors should be 
immediately shut down 
and remain so until a 
robust nuclear safety 
case free of such 
uncertainties has been 
established.”



Future of AGRs 
� Large says cracks signal 

the "death knell" for 
Hunterston reactor 3. 
“…progressively followed 
by other advanced gas-
cooled reactors".

� Currently UK’s 7.7 GW of 
AGR capacity will close 
between 2023 and 2030 
but it could be sooner 
than planned.



AGR Closure Dates



Periodic Safety Reviews (PSR)
� A PSR is carried out for 

each nuclear power 
station every 10yrs. 

� Requires operator to 
prove plant is safe .

� ONR could force closure 
before EDF’s closure 
dates for accounting 
purposes. 

� Process requires no 
consultation. 



Timetable for PSRs



Hunterston/Hinkley PSR 

outcome 2017
� Controversy over 

increase in %age cracked 
bricks from 10% to 20%

� Can’t be sure of no. of 
Keyway route cracks -
access is difficult; 

� Relying on mathematical 
models  which have been 
difficult to get right;

� Hunterston & Hinkley
PSR accepted by ONR;

� Process left impression 
ONR simply increases 
limits when EDF asks;

� Public are the ones 
taking the risk and 
haven’t been asked 
opinion;

� Challenge from outside 
experts  & commentators 
should be welcomed. 



PSR Process: No public 

consultation
� ONR approved PSR for 

Dungeness B on 31 Jan 
2018 - can operate until 
2028 – who knew?

� No documents available.

� UN Convention on 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment (ESPOO 
convention) says Licence 
Renewal & PSR requires 
an EIA & involve public



Dutch Government Criticized 
� A Committee of related 

Aarhus Convention says 
the Netherlands "failed 
to comply" by refusing to 
organise a public 
consultation on the 20 
year lifetime extension of 
nuclear plant at Borssele. 



Fulfilling requirements of 

regulatory process no 

guarantee of safety. 
� Fukushima received a 

10yr life extension from 
regulators one month 
before earthquake.

� Experience from the US 
suggests that challenges 
by informed actors make 
regulatory decisions on 
nuclear safety better.



Profile of Reactor Risk
� Profile of risk over a 

reactors life described as 
a bathtub curve.

� New reactors high risk as 
broken-in

� Old reactors have 
components wearing out 

� Age-related degradation 
not well understood & 
difficult to predict



Conclusions
� “…significant 

uncertainties over 
structural integrity … 
gambling with public 
safety” to allow 
Hunterston and Hinkley 
B to continue to operate.

� Local communities have 
not been asked if they 
are willing to take the 
risk.


